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John Heaton and Metis
To understand the significance of John Heaton for the project of divinatory astrology, it is important to
know that he was not a practicing astrologer, however, he was intrigued by the subject’s philosophical
dimension. Heaton (1925-2017) was many other things, most notably a London based psychotherapist
with a strong philosophical bent and an eclectic mind. He was also a teacher, a supervisor for
generations of therapeutic practitioners and an author of four books and numerous papers on therapy
and its relationship to philosophy. His capacious mind had room for astrology and divination too, but
before we explore that connection, a bit of background is in order.
Heaton studied natural and moral sciences at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he attended lectures by
Bertrand Russell. 1 In post war Britain, Heaton initially chose the path of natural science and became an
ophthalmologist for ten years. Eventually he found a practical focus for his philosophical interests: in
his mid-30’s, he decided to become a psychotherapist. This was an unusual move for someone in his
position in straight-laced England in 1959. According to his widow, Barbara Latham, “he was working in
the Institute of Ophthalmology and reading phenomenology and Buddhist texts.” 2 At that time,
orthodox psychoanalysis was the dominant training for therapists, which had scant room for either
Buddhism or philosophy. Fortunately, Heaton was spared that fate; the training he received and the
connections he made over the next five years would become critical to his inclusive perspective, which
finds expression in Metis: Divination, Psychotherapy and Cunning Intelligence, and The Question of
Truth in Astrology and Divination, both of which follow. We have also included Mike Harding’s obituary
for his friend John.
The Open Way
Heaton’s analytic supervisor Eric Graham Howe (1897-1975) was a fortuitous choice, since he was an
early proponent of blending insights from eastern and western approaches to human understanding.
He had also authored a number of books on therapy. According to William Stranger, “Howe drew freely
from the lexicon of Indian esotericism (especially its description of the chakras, or spinal energy
plexuses) as well as the Western revisions of that esotericism found in Rudolph Steiner’s
anthroposophical writings, to create a truly psychophysical psychology…” 3 As we shall see, Howe’s
critique of psychology’s scientism would become an important lesson he passed on to Heaton.
According to Ms. Latham, “John had been in analysis with Graham Howe as a medical student” 4 and
thus was already aware of his analyst’s unusual predilections. Howe was also one of the early founders
of The Tavistock Clinic 5, but had departed along with other early iconoclastic practitioners, “after it
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became inseparable from the British Psychoanalytic Society (when) all vestiges of Eastern traditions had
vanished.” 6
We can gain some insight into Dr. Howe’s unique perch in London therapeutic circles at the time he
came into contact with Heaton from his relative, Ellic Howe, who at that same time was trying to come
to grips with his own encounter with astrology:
And yet the stars were on my side. At that time, my wife and I used to attend lectures
at my relative Eric Graham Howe’s ‘The Open Way’ circle in the Harley Street district.
There the audience included medically-trained psychologists, lay therapists and ordinary
laymen such as ourselves. Dr. Howe was interested in every conceivable manifestation
of human behavior and belief, so nobody was surprised when a lecture on astrology was
announced. It was given by Mrs. Phyllis Naylor 7, a professional astrologer whose name
will not be found in the London telephone directory, let alone the advertisements of any
periodical. She read a cautious paper on “Astrology and the Problem of Precognition. 8
While it is unlikely that John Heaton attended this particular gathering, according to Ms. Latham, around
this same time, he did have someone read his horoscope. He also consulted the I Ching on a regular
basis. While such practices would have been frowned upon by a more orthodox psychoanalytic
supervisor, for Howe and his tolerant circle of The Open Way, this was not a particularly surprising
activity. By the early 1960’s, the Wilhelm/Baynes edition of the I Ching had been in print for almost a
decade, where in his foreword, Jung had matter of factly noted “And there are even astrologers who can
tell you, without any previous knowledge of your nativity, what the position of the sun and moon was
and what zodiacal signs rose above the horizon in the moment of your birth.” 9 Jung’s imprimatur at
least provided some professional cover for those “medically trained psychologists” who chose to go
down that track.
R D Laing
At this juncture, Heaton made the acquaintance of Ronald David Laing (better known as R. D. Laing), a
Scottish psychiatrist who had just published his first book The Divided Self in 1960. 10 Though two years
younger than Heaton, Laing was on the cusp of fame for his unorthodox views. After receiving his
medical training at the University of Glasgow, Laing had moved to London in 1956 on a grant to train
and work at The Tavistock Clinic. At the same time, Laing became an analytic candidate at the Institute
of Psychoanalysis in London under the supervision of Charles Rycroft; his work there was also
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“supervised by two senior colleagues, Marion Milner and D. W. Winnicott.” 11 According to various
reports, Laing refrained from taking sides in the theoretical battle warming up between Melanie Klein
and Donald Winnicott. He also used his time there to write his first book. 12 Prior to his arrival, Laing had
already immersed himself in “psychoanalysis, phenomenology and existential philosophy.” 13 Upon
completing his training, Laing was casting about for work when he made his life-altering connection with
Heaton. “Laing and Heaton hit it off immediately when they realized they shared many common
interests, including a passionate devotion to phenomenology, Eastern religions and varied spiritual
practices.” 14 Shortly after their meeting, Heaton introduced his new friend “Ronnie” to his mentor Dr.
Howe. “Laing soon made himself at home in The Open Way, and Howe made him the director of the
Langham Clinic, a reduced-fee psychotherapy center under the auspices of The Open Way.” 15 Laing’s
appreciation of Howe’s views were later expressed in an introduction he wrote for Howe’s Cure or Heal?
A Study of Therapeutic Experience 16, where he acknowledged Howe’s books “exhibited a spiritual
authority anchored to flesh and blood reality, drawing on Eastern as well as Western images and
symbols…” 17
Heaton’s new friend had strong philosophical convictions which found expression in The Divided Self; its
first chapter was entitled “The existential-phenomenological foundations for a science of persons”.
Laing’s therapeutic approach provided a dramatic departure from both the standard psychoanalytic
explanations of neurotic and psychotic behavior as well as from the emerging medical model of faulty
neuro-chemistry as the source of all mental disease. The Divided Self secured Laing’s reputation as a
powerful critic of establishment psychiatry and over the next several years it became a best seller.
During their years at The Open Way, Laing and Heaton were part of a vanguard of young practitioners
who challenged the psychoanalytic orthodoxy. Heaton later acknowledged Howe’s priority in
establishing a critique which formed a bedrock of his own:
His principal concern was to use the language of modern psychology, especially
psychoanalysis, to show that the problems of human suffering lie principally in
confusions about the relationship between the unknowable and knowledge…Our
modern tendency is to put our weight on the known, on “me,” on the part rather than
the whole; these we feel we can control. 18
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Howe’s concern with language was one shared by Heaton, whose later writings on Wittgenstein and
psychotherapy constitute his major contribution to contemporary therapeutic dialogue. Unfortunately,
Laing’s increasing fame and drug use began to complicate matters among the three men; he was an
early user and then proponent of LSD, at a time when it was still legal. 19 The Tavistock Clinic was
engaged in some clinical trials with LSD, however, according to Ms. Latham “Ronnie didn’t leave (The
Open Way) until the clash with Graham Howe over drugs and American followers, a split which led to
the PA (Philadelphia Association).” 20 One of those “American followers” was LSD guru Timothy Leary, a
former psychology professor, who had been fired from Harvard in 1963 for crossing the line between
impartial researcher and passionate advocate for LSD. While Howe was open to unconventional
therapeutic approaches, he disapproved of Laing’s advocacy of LSD for people with fragile egos.
If such views and fellow travelers were too much for Howe, Heaton seemed to take them in stride. This
heady mixture of psychedelics, phenomenology, self-exploration and psychiatric theorizing may be
found in John’s recollection of his first LSD trip:
(Laing) said the responsible thing would be for me to take it first and that he would
accompany me on the first trip…After an hour or so, I began to feel depersonalized and
began to murmur was I real, was he real, etc. Ronnie said no word but began to slowly
and deliberately light his pipe. I watched fascinated and then suddenly everything
somehow clicked into place and the rest of the trip was enjoyable. I talked to him later
about it and said how important Heidegger’s point about zuhandenheit—handiness
versus vorhandenheit---objective presence was; we are in the world with things ready to
hand long before any conceptual language develops; it is attention to zuhandenheit that
is so important in ‘trips’ and with psychotic people. I have found in treating many
psychotic people that this is the best advice I ever received on the topic. 21
From these remarks we can discern Heaton’s preference for lived experience over psychological
theorizing; subjective truth over “objective” understanding.
Over the next twenty years, Heaton maintained his friendship with Laing, though their paths
diverged. Following Laing’s falling out with Howe and The Open Way, together, they established
the Philadelphia Association in 1965 as an expression of their shared belief that affordable
mental health care should be available to anyone who needed it. In succeeding years, for Laing
the PA became a vehicle for the expression of his increasingly radical social and political
philosophy. Under its auspices, Laing and his colleagues David Cooper and Aaron Esterson
developed a therapeutic community based at Kingsley Hall to provide a place where individuals
with severe psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia could receive help. 22 In an early
brochure, it was described as “a melting pot, a crucible in which many assumptions about
19
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normal-abnormal, conformist-deviant, sane-crazy experience and behavior were dissolved. No
person gave another tranquillisers or sedatives…It was a place where people could be together
and let each other be.” 23 The lease on Kingsley Hall expired in 1970, along with the optimistic
60’s ethos, which had sustained it. Still, it remains the best expression of Laing’s social
radicalism, while embodying his critique of mainstream psychiatry.24
Heaton, Wittgenstein and Language
John Heaton’s quiet temperament led him to private practice and teaching. There he could give
free range to his philosophical concern with the divide between language and experience,
where Wittgenstein served as one of his guides. Heaton’s focus on language, as opposed to
therapeutic technique indicates his reservations about seeing psychoanalysis as a science of
human behavior. In his Introducing Wittgenstein, he writes: “The inner is not hidden, but the
language game we play in expressing ourselves is one where certainty is excluded. The inner is
not a brute reality which can be mapped out by psychologists, but a tangle of concepts relating
the inner to the outer which lies at the heart of human understanding.” 25 These thoughts carry
forward Graham Howe’s critique of psychology’s scientism and also reflect Wittgenstein’s
analogous critique, when he stated in his “Conversations on Freud”:
Suppose you want to speak of causality in the operation of feelings. “Determinism
applies to the mind as truly as to physical things.” This is obscure because when we
think of causal laws in physical things we think of experiments. We have nothing like
this in terms of feelings and motivation. And yet the psychologists want to say: ‘There
must be some law’, although no law has been found. 26
In other words, Heaton’s treatment philosophy and methods of working with others stood
outside the psychoanalytic edifice erected by Freud and his followers during the first half of the
twentieth century.
Heaton and the Astrologers: Cornelius and Hyde
The dates are hazy, but Heaton probably did not make the acquaintance of Geoffrey Cornelius
and Maggie Hyde until sometime in the mid to late 1970’s, when they became involved with
activities at the Philadelphia Association. Their first encounter with someone from the PA has a
Neptunian ring to it: Hyde, “after several years of useful unemployment, taken up by reading
Jung and Ivan Illich, studying astrology and dreaming” 27 had joined a weekly dream group “as
part of the ‘New Philosophy’ programme at Central Wandsworth Adult Education Institute” 28 led
by the psychotherapist Joe Friedman. Friedman was involved in the PA and had a connection
with Heaton.
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The dream group provided Hyde with an introduction to various theories of dream
interpretation, during which, Friedman “quickly knocked Jung’s structure of the psyche for
six.” 29 Along with their early colleague Gordon Watson, Hyde and Cornelius “shared much on
Jung, the I Ching, Heidegger, phenomenology, and the unique continental-philosophy style of
the PA.” 30 Eventually, Cornelius notes, “Maggie and I both did an introductory year and I took
part in small group work, which was a true eye-opener for me.” 31 Over the next several years,
Gordon Watson “achieved a pass at the PA” in their therapy training programme; he was also
acknowledged for his singular ability to work with individuals experiencing severe mental illness,
who lived in some of the PA houses. 32
The overlap with Heaton’s interests are clear, but to understand just how he become involved
with these divinatory astrologers, we must turn to Barbara Latham. As she recalls:
John was more involved with astrology than Ronnie (Laing), partly because he was more
influenced by Howe and had his chart done in the 1950's and again at the time of his
divorce. I now find he wrote to an astrologer after I fell in love with him, to ask if he
would do better with a watery person (me) rather than the Aquarians he had been
drawn to in the past. In 1980 we found that reading and were astonished by its
accuracy, so I contacted Maggie Hyde to do my chart and that of our 3 sons.
As soon as I could, I began the course at the Company of Astrologers, reviving John's
interest in Astrology...he would ask me to do charts for his patients...and then he began
corresponding with Maggie and giving some papers at the Company. So I take some
credit for John's re-engagement, but he supported my discussing astrology at the PA,
where many were hostile, including some who also asked me to do their charts. 33
The appeal, philosophically and otherwise, seemed to go both ways. At the time they
encountered Heaton at the Philadelphia Association in the late 1970’s, Cornelius and Hyde were
preoccupied with their own discipline’s lack of empirical support and the problems raised by
looking at astrology as a science of causes. 34 A generation older, John Heaton’s status within the
PA made him someone whose support and approval would have been welcome. Heaton’s
critique of orthodox psychoanalysis, especially what he perceived as its scientism, dovetailed
nicely with Cornelius and Hyde’s analogous critique of astrology’s scientism.
The two astrologers were also troubled by the haste many of their professional peers were
making to establish connections between their ancient discipline and the more socially accepted
field of psychotherapy, especially its Jungian variants. During the 1970’s and 80’s, with a large
29
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assist from the books and workshops of Liz Greene, psychological astrology became the
dominant school of contemporary practice in the West. 35 Maggie Hyde’s critique of this trend 36,
particularly Greene’s tendency to substitute the explanations from depth psychology for
anything astrology had to offer, laid down battle lines which remained in place for decades, if
not to the present day. 37 Rejecting this trend, Hyde and Cornelius, along with their colleague
Gordon Watson preferred the more philosophically explicit views of the PA, which sought truth
not in the statistics and reductionist tendencies of modern science, but in the unique lived
experience of every individual. In other words, astrology need not be reduced to something
else---Jungian archetypes for example---to account for its contemporary significance.
Heaton and Metis
John Heaton spoke at the Company of Astrologers on a number of occasions over the years. His
talk Metis “was the last in a series of five seminars…on the theme “Wittgenstein, Fate and
Destiny” 38 and illuminates the multiplicity of meanings and images and characteristics he finds
in this singular goddess. She is: “trickery over strength”, “cunning intelligence”, “concerned with
watching closely”, “subtle, shifting and polymorphic”, “can see the right things in the
shimmering and movement of things, in the shimmeringness of time”, and finally “relates to the
future from the point of view of uncertainty”. Small wonder she has so much to teach us as
astrologers. By bringing her significance to an audience of astrologers and diviners, John Heaton
made an essential contribution to the divinatory dialogue. It is an essay worth pondering.
Kirk Little,
Gorham, Maine
October 8, 2017
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Remembering John

John Heaton on 21st June 2014. Photograph by Mike Harding

One afternoon in early August my wife and I were invited by Barbara Latham to look through
John’s extensive collection of books and select those that we would like to take. His
impressive collections of Wittgenstein and Heidegger’s writings formed specific bequests,
and his sons had previously made their own choices, as had some others. What remained
was still a large collection, reflecting John’s extensive range of interests, spanning his long
and productive life, though in the main filed in the sort of haphazard manner in which
thoughts and ideas intermingle for the psychotherapist and the philosopher. While
Wittgenstein and Heidegger had shelves of their own, the Greeks and the Romans, the past
and recent phenomenologists, all nestled incongruously amongst medical tomes, the works
of Lacan, Freud, Laing, Saussure, cultural and social theorists, Boss, Binswanger, Levinas, a
variety of dictionaries, novels, Buddhist texts, Egyptian hieroglyphics, and so many other
apparently unconnected writers it seemed that only an annotated history of Uncle Tom
Cobley’s grey mare was missing. While this initially made me feel a little better about my
own filing system, I was at first somewhat reluctant to make choices of my own, feeling
something like a scavenger, as if I were one of those much-parodied relatives who descend
on the recently bereaved declaring that the departed had promised them the vase or the
bureau with the claim that, even if it wasn’t exactly in the will, it was what he intended,
rather than acknowledging their own greed or recognising that they didn’t have the slightest
idea as to the nature of the person whose intimate possessions they were now trying to
grab. To be honest, staring at the modest pile of books I eventually took home, this feeling
has not completely left me. While I have no reason to doubt that John would have not had
the slightest problem with my choice (well, he might have had an opinion on this or that –
such as Didier Anzieu’s 600 page book on Freud’s self analysis, am I ever going to read it
again, and why did I visit his grave in Paris? –for he had no shortage of strong opinions when
it came to psychoanalysis) but what I am left with from that afternoon and the discussions
that ensured during the following meal with Barbara, is how much my rifling through his
library brought back for me. So where to begin?
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I first met John at 9:00 pm on 14th July 1992 when he gave a talk on mathematics and
geometry to the Company of Astrologers. At the time I was very involved in the astrological
paradigm (hence the exact time) and later discovered that John also took astrology seriously,
as he did the I Ching, seeking an astrological perspective or casting the yarrow stalks when
important issues arose. He had been introduced to Tibetan Buddhism by his training analyst,
E Graham Howe –whom Laing described as a ‘master psychologist’ - and later it was the
Buddhist teacher D.T. Suzuki who urged John to take full advantage of his medical and
philosophical education and explore the western tradition with equal rigour. In many
respects this advice led to his study of Wittgenstein. It also lead to John’s involvement with
The Open Way. This was a forum for psychotherapists and others to share their ideas, often
attended by leading figures in the psychoanalytic community who could discuss aspects of
their work that might not have found favour within the more theory-bound world of their
professional bodies. John invited Ronnie Laing to speak to the group, and in due course they
became both colleagues and friends; in turn Laing brought John into the PA, of which he was
to become a leading member for the remainder of his life. But to return to the books…
A person’s library, especially one embodying a life time’s involvement with innumerable
ideas, will obviously give some sense of the course of that life, not in a linear sense (which
would be yet another, perhaps bizarre, though logical filing system) but of the breadth and
range of the person’s engagement with their world; their style of being, if you like. And it
was here that a single bookmark revealed much of John’s attitude towards the vagaries of
the world. The bookmark was in fact a cheque made in his favour for £72, dated 1985. While
far too late to add to his estate, the finding of it was an immediate reminder of John as a
person; not as a tutor, supervisor or therapist, but someone suddenly stripped of worldly
roles. It was akin to a message in bottle, cast into the water. Here I am; this is me, make of it
what you will. Yes, for someone brought up within a fading patrician ethos (Harrow,
Cambridge, medicine, a student of Russell, etc.) John had his eccentricities. Never one to
dress the part - as a mark of respect I wore odd socks at his funeral - nor to dodge the
therapeutic impact of a well-placed obscenity. When he was my supervisor on the ADEP
training a fellow student spent some minutes describing a client in devout Kleinian terms,
John, leaning back in his chair with his eyes closed and his odd-socked feet sticking out said
‘That’s very interesting. What the fuck do you mean?’ An equivalent, perhaps of the Master
striking the acolyte whose meditation had moved towards sleep.
Yes, what do we mean when seeking an explanation of our circumstances; how might we be
caught up in all sorts of theories of who we might be in our quest for the knowledge of the
concept, the ‘self’? Perhaps John was first introduced to this at the age of twelve, when he
broke his neck in a tobogganing accident. After some weeks in hospital, leaving ‘cured’ but
for long after was in considerable pain, his father taking him to this or that specialist, who
could do nothing to help, in desperation sought the advice of an elderly man, Frederic
Alexander, who showed John how to stand and breathe in ways that completely relieved the
tensions that his neck injury engendered. Apparently John was eager to learn of the theory
lying behind what is now known as the Alexander Technique, but was somewhat miffed to
be told: stop thinking. Just do it! Here I have the temptation to draw parallels with
Wittgenstein: language, a form of life or way of being is all there is, no arcane theory lies
behind it, but Alexander’s way of working served John well in the last weeks of his life.
Eschewing the ministration of morphine so that he could continue to read and think with
clarity, in his last days he returned to Alexander’s method of breathing and relaxation he had
learned so many years earlier, and in such a state wanted to leave our world.
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For those who knew him, his legacy far exceeds the various collection of books. His rigorous
intellect shows in his many papers, invariably written in clear English (he had a dislike of
obscurest philosophical waffle) and echoed Wittgenstein’s adage that ‘everything that can
be said, can be said clearly’. I suspect he approved of the late Professor Joad, who in the 50s
appeared on the BBC’s Brain’s Trust, often beginning his answer with ‘it all depends on what
you mean by...’. Yes, it does depend on what we mean when we speak, though we may
discover that what we say is not that which describes the conundrum we raise, but a form of
words from elsewhere that has captured us. Though a relentless critic of psychoanalytic
theory, he shared Freud’s concern with what our words and their attenuated beliefs might
hold for us, extending the therapeutic enquiry into the manner in which we so often are
beguiled by fine sounding (and often self-serving) statements that are often no more than a
repetition of verbal pictures caught in ‘the tangled net of language’ that are unthinkingly
absorbed. In the last years of his life he gave regular seminars on Wittgenstein’s work, which
I had the privilege of attending; John sitting in his favourite chair with a stack of books at his
feet, their pages interleafed with slips of paper, but no visible cheques. The conversations
were such that we never got through their many references, perhaps something to do with
the wine and the humour, but so invariably it is with real conversations; they have a flow of
their own, akin to therapeutic sessions they go where they will in the time allowed.
Coming from a long-lived family time allowed John a greater portion of life than it does for
many, and he made better use of it than most. His consuming interest in the complexities
and snares of language took him to the Greek sceptics, Buddhism, Wittgenstein, the formal
study of Egyptian hieroglyphics and their attendant philosophy, all of which circled around
one of the most ancient of problems: the nature of human identity, and the ultimate
emptiness that lies in the signifier ’I’. That he was for many years an eye surgeon, and
contributed several significant medical papers in the field of ophthalmology, was but one of
the many intriguing homonyms that delighted him, emphasising again the complexities
implicit in the questions so many clients bring: who am I, and how can I achieve knowledge
of myself? In his last book, Wittgenstein and Psychotherapy: From Paradox to Wonder John
brought together the various strands of Wittgenstein’s thinking on this central theme,
placing them clearly within the practice of the psychotherapist. Though this is not to be his
final thought on the matter. As ever he was already planning a further book, which his sons
will be completing - so this will not be lost to us, as is he.
Mike Harding 21.8.17: 2:06pm
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